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The Suzuki Katana is a standard motorcycle sold between and and then since It was designed in
â€” by Target Design of Germany for Suzuki. The unfaired ED1 design featured a tall, sculpted
fuel tank , with both curves and straight edges that merged the tank with a concave seat flanked
by angular side panels. This meant that the rider essentially sat more in the motorcycle than on
it as was the norm. The shark-like faired ED2 was a more radical design which incorporated
favorable aerodynamics, with a special emphasis placed on high-speed stability, and was
repeatedly wind tunnel tested in Italy. The production valve Katanas of differed only slightly
from the prototype; changes included a small wind deflector screen, paired mufflers, and black
accent paint on the front fender and airbox covers. Target's design philosophyâ€”keeping
components compact and close-fittingâ€”was applied to all areas of the bike's design to reduce
production costs, weight, and number of components required. Examples include the
overlapping dials on the instrument cluster, and the offset fuel cap, which allowed for a clean
continuous seam weld on the tank. Upon the GSXS Katana's release in late , Suzuki claimed it to
be the fastest mass-production motorcycle in the world, [4] ensuring that its new looks were
matched by unprecedented performance levels. So radical was the design departure from
previous mass-market cycles that most major motorcycle magazines of the era thought the
design would not appeal to the masses. Portions of the design ethos are still visible in many
current sport bikes , including the faired-in seat and tank. The GSXSZ circa was a cc variant of
the GSXSZ produced in sufficient numbers to homologate the bike as a production machine that
was eligible for racing modification under the then-current international superbike racing rules
which included a cc displacement limit. Faced with the single-seat Honda CBR , which on paper
looked likely to be the dominant machine in the upcoming local production racing series, the
New Zealand Suzuki distributor at the time asked Suzuki for a new, upgraded machine to beat
the Honda. The E27 SXZ was fitted with wire wheels, more powerful GSGZ front brakes, Mikuni
round-slide oval-bore VM32SS carburettors, larger 33mm bore mufflers same as fitted to the
previous Castrol 6 Hour special, the GSXT , performance camshafts thought most likely to be
Yoshimura profiles [7] as Pops Yoshimura was building Suzuki superbikes and TT machines for
competition during this period , braided brake lines, and an extra set of bronze sintered clutch
plates. Australia also received the Australian-market E This model received a number of
modifications, including lightweight wire wheels with high-performance tires, heavier brake
disks, 98 link chain and sprockets, a grab strap to the rear of the seat, a unique front fender, and
mounting hardware along with alternate mirrors and a lever activated ignition safety and stop
switch. The Australian machines were fitted with standard SZ engines, which received improved
carburetors and a new inlet manifold. In New Zealand, the wire-wheeled bike won the National
Production Championship, as well as numerous club and national races. There were plans for a
model year Katana SXD to be produced, but it never went into production. Appearing in was the
Katana SE with a pop-up headlight , still using an air-oil cooled engine. These were quite
popular, even when their performance was easily outdone by other competitors at the time. The
Katana name was reused, primarily in the North American market, for the revised GSX-F series
from the end of the s through to These same models were offered in Europe, but without the
Katana name, which was absent in Europe from until the arrival of a line of 50 cc scooters.
Features used by the design team for the original Katana can be seen in many motorcycles of
the s through the present, from Suzuki's own XN85 Turbo bike to subtle markings on the RG
two-stroke bikes. The fact that modern sport motorcycles generally have a fairing and seat that
visually merge into a sloped fuel tank is directly traceable to the original Katana ED1 and ED2
designs. Since , Suzuki has reused the Katana name for its redesigned model. Its styling pays
homage to the original design. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the s
motorcycle. For the scooter, see Suzuki Katana AY This article needs additional citations for
verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. Motorcycle Classics. Retrieved Motorcyclist
Magazine. Source Interlink Media. Retrieved 12 October Collezione Motociclistica Milanese.
Roadracing World. October 2, Retrieved October 2, Suzuki motorcycles timeline present.
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additional references All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements
from September Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
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L. RGV Gamma. That princess bitch is still making me mad, why would you do that that isint
even yours? Even if shes not a bitch if its wasint for some man or woman he would be in prison,
and if he did im gonna fucking curse that girl till i die. If images not showing, please try
reloading F5 the page, or switch to image server 2 or server 3. Home Versatile Mage Chapter
Page split Bookmark chapter. Select chapter Click another server if the images is not displayed.
How to hide ads? Read manga without ads for 10 hours. Click ' Hide Ads ' button. Hide Ads.
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Excellent marksmanship and presentation. Always wanted one. Thank you so much It is a
beautiful, well made sword. The shipping was fast. I'm happy that i bought it. I will definitely
come back in the future if i ever decide to get another one. Thank you. Blade and sheath were
gorgeous. Bought it for my son, he picked it out. Now I just need a stand to display this
beautiful blade. The only reason I don't choose 5 stars is that the tracking number wasn't
correct and I had no reply when I followed up with customer service. That said, took 8 days and
it was as expected. Thank you very much. Beautiful gift! My son was thrilled to receive this. Got
this as a present for my son. He absolutely loves it! Great price, fast shipping, Great buying
experience. I will definitely be a repeat shopper. Exactly what I wanted! Beautiful design and
craftsmanship! Did not disappoint! Over all a very nice blade. Cuts well. Only small gripes. The
habaki is not flush with the spine of the blade and the knot on the rear of the handle wrap came
undone. Neither hinders the functionality and it is a very nice piece for the price. Very happy
with my purchase. Incredibly sleek and stylish blade while being very sharp. Free U. Primary
Color. Primary Material. Showing 74 items. Sort by Featured Newest Best Selling. Showing 0 to
36 of 74 results. Add to Cart Wishlist. Prev 1 2 3 Next. Previous 1 2 Next. Dorothy Miller Ohio,
United States. Debra Peters Wisconsin, United States. Ashton Morales California, United States.
Jamie Zimmerman Ohio, United States. Tait Hansen Florida, United States. More Reviews.
Subscribe to Our Newsletter. All rights reserved. View Shopping Cart Checkout. Some roughed
up paint? Here's the place to get some tips on repairing your Suzuki Katana. From the Mesh
Mod to the Fender Eliminator, installing new signals, Braada Cowls, Frame sliders or Undertails;
Show us all of your custom mods and share your tips here. Best tire for a Katana? What's the
tread life on a particular brand? Size of a stock rim? These questions and so much more are
addressed right here! Everything you need to know on those topics and so much more is here.
Dealer postings by registered supporting vendors only! Topics: 2 Posts: 18 Last Post:
Katriders. Login or Sign Up. Forums Articles Groups. Today's Posts Member List Calendar.
Google Adsense. Forums Latest Activity My Subscriptions. On Off. Filtered by:. Show More.
Important Announcements. Last Post: Upcoming Upgrade. Upcoming Upgrade by steves.
Welcome to KatRiders. We're glad you found us! Please take a minute to introduce yourself and
tell us about your bike. Last Post: New to Kat Riders. New to Kat Riders by JonnyKat. Suzuki
Katana Talk. Last Post: Awfully Quiet. Awfully Quiet by branumhawk. Riding Tips. First bike?
Old rider that learned a new lesson? Post your questions, tips and experiences here so we can
all learn from them! Last Post: Please pay attention. Please pay attention by EnriqueRoberson.
Gearing Up. If your going to ride you need good gear! Tell us what you've got and find out what
others are wearing. Pics and Flicks. Last Post: We need some more Pre's on here We need
some more Pre's on here Touring Stop into this area for all things touring related. Get all the
info. Whether you're a true iron butt or a beginner to long rides, this is where you want to be.
Bike Reviews. KTM sport bike LC8 by thegenlbike. At the Track. Some Katana's see track duty.
Some owners have multiple bikes. This is the place to chat about track days. Last Post: Taking
things too far, again. Taking things too far, again. Non Katana Talk. Last Post: Music Share
Thread. Music Share Thread by katanarider. Last Post: Extra Parts. Extra Parts by MIkeT.
Mechanics Can't get it to run right? Find a trick to add HP? From the first oil change to
completely rebuilding the engine, this is the place to talk about the heart of the beast! Last Post:
Pounds of pressure. Pounds of pressure by Mod9. Got a tweaked piece of plastic? Last Post:
Colour code. Colour code by Piggy. Wiring and Electrics. Last Post: LED turns and headlight
LED turns and headlight Looking for the best exhaust for your Kat or need help with the
installation? Last Post: Yet another turbo build but bike is actually running already. Yet another
turbo build but bike is actually running already by Mr hadwick. Everything from the best brake
pads to use, installing new brake lines, swing arm swaps, adjusting your suspension or

rebuilding your forks. Last Post: Katana rear disc. Supporting Vendors. An area where all of our
supporting vendors may post news, information, and products. Last Post: Katriders. What's
Going On. There are currently users online. Most users ever online was 1, at AM on Welcome to
our newest member, thegenlbike. Latest Topics. Pounds of pressure. How many pounds of
pressure should I be seeing coming Channel: Mechanics Colour code. Hi, I have a UK. It is a
deep blue colour Channel: Bodyshop. View All. Recent Blog Posts. Tag Cloud. Yes No. OK
Cancel. Important Announcements Check here for important information and announcements!
Upcoming Upgrade by steves , AM. Introductions Welcome to KatRiders. Suzuki Katana
Forums. Suzuki Katana Talk KatRiders. Awfully Quiet by branumhawk , AM. Riding Tips First
bike? Topics: Posts: 17, Last Post: Please pay attention. Please pay attention by
EnriqueRoberson , AM. Gearing Up If your going to ride you need good gear! Pics and Flicks
Share your motorcycle pics and videos here. Touring Stop into this area for all things touring
related. Bike Reviews Tell us about your exploits on other bikes. At the Track Some Katana's
see track duty. Topics: Posts: 2, Last Post: Taking things too far, again. Music Share Thread by
katanarider , PM. Service Department. Mechanics Can't get it to run right? Topics: 17, Posts: ,
Last Post: Pounds of pressure. Pounds of pressure by Mod9 , PM. Bodyshop Got a tweaked
piece of plastic? Topics: 3, Posts: 39, Last Post: Colour code. Colour code by Piggy , AM.
Topics: 2, Posts: 28, Last Post: Yet another turbo build but bike is actually running already. Yet
another turbo build but bike is actually running already by Mr hadwick , AM. Rolling Stock.
Topics: 1, Posts: 17, Last Post: Katana rear disc. Supporting Vendors An area where all of our
supporting vendors may post news, information, and products. Home Japanese Samurai
Swords Katana. I love it!!!!!! It's a great quality hand made product better than the pictures. I
totally recommend this site and fast shipping, thanks. I bought this one after buying a sword
with a dragon tsuba. This is a masterpiece! I would recommend to everyone out there who
might be hesitating or questioning if it is worth the money to immediately buy it because it will
last a lifetime with proper care and can be passed on generation to generation in the true Shinto
fashion. For the price It was Amazing. All the materials that were listed in the description of the
item were actually real, including gold, silver, real hard wood saya, including real samegawa
rapped handle. The level of detail and craftsmanship of my blade was very high quality. I was
also surprised with the fact that the blade had a real hamon temper line. The one down side is
that the saya entrance was a bit wide which causes the blade to not be fully sealed. In
conclusion I am very satisfied with my purchase and will buy from here again. Great Katana,
authentic correct weight beautiful craftsmanship and fast delivery. Arrived in less than a week.
My only issues was one of the straps was cut a bit short to snap on. I bought this sword as a
gift for an avid sword collector, and he loves it. The quality and detail are excellent, and it is an
elegant design. Simple, sleek, and elegant design. This sword surpassed my expectations and
is truly a work of art. I look forward to purchasing another one in the future. I love hieroglyphs
and the color! This sword was everything I hoped it would be! Has a good weight and sharpness
and even the Oda Clan kamon was a cool touch. I can't wait to buy my next sword to go with it!
Free U. Primary Color. Primary Material. Showing 23 items. Sort by Featured Newest Best
Selling. Showing 0 to 36 of 23 results. Add to Cart Wishlist. Nydia Reyes Florida, United States.
Ian Hale Oregon, United States. Aris Williams Maryland, United States. Laura Zollar Nevada,
United States. Marivon Christine California, United States. More Reviews. Subscribe to Our
Newsletter. All rights reserved. View Shopping Cart Checkout. Free shipping. Daimyo
Registered Antique nihonto japanese tanto sword with koshirae. Blade is overall in good
condition with normal signes of wear,scratches,rust and stain. There are visible stain on the
back of blade. There are crack and peeling on the sheath. Please pay attention to awesome
hamon and good jigane on the blade and elaborate old koshirae. This is an antique made in
hundreds of years ago. There are imperfections or blemishes due to aging. Please see the
close-up pictures and movie for details. Accordingly, there are many precious swords in the
Daimyo registration swords, and many collectors prefer them. It will take about 20 business
days to do this procedure. I send the copy of it. Skip to main content. Add to Watch list. The
listing you're looking for has ended. View original item. Sell one like this. Picture Information.
Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Have one to sell? Sell it yourself. Trusted seller, fast
shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the
item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in
new window or tab. Seller information katana-boutique See other items. Contact seller. Visit
store. Item Information Condition:. Read more. The listing has ended. Current bid:. Your max
bid:. Place bid Resume bidding , if the page does not update immediately. Add to Watch list
Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime member. No additional import charges at
delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. Shipping help - opens a layer

International Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's
customs value. Your country's customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on
international trade. Item location:. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated delivery within business days.
Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Please allow additional time if
international delivery is subject to customs processing. International shipping and import
charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Similar sponsored items Feedback on our
suggestions - Similar sponsored items. Related sponsored items Feedback on our suggestions
- Related sponsored items. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. This is the sharp edged tool. Please handle with care. Notice: If
Japan Post will stop shipping the parcel temporarily, please be assured that I'll keep it in my
office and ship it again when it becomes possible. We apologize for the inconvenience. I would
appreciate your understanding. Best Regards Hiroaki. Unless you have a receiving address
outside Russian Federation or China, please refrain from bidding. We do not take any
responsibility, including not limited to refund, due to the above reasons. So please consider
carefully when bidding. If you have a question about it, please have a question. We only Accept
PayPal. Please pay within 3 days after the close of the auction. InternationalBuyers;Please Note.
Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping
options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to
your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid postal code. There are 1
items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please
enter 6 digits for the postal code. Domestic handling time. Return policy. The seller will not
accept returns for this item. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to
top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Image not available Photos not available for this
variation. Attention before bid!! Postal Code: Please enter a valid postal code. Expedited
International Shipping. Estimated delivery within business days Seller ships within 30 days after
receiving cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. These cookies are essential to
ensuring the site performs its full functionality. These cannot be disabled. Learn More. These
cookies help us improve our website by understanding the performance and its usage
anonymously. These cookies help us reach you through other sites with marketing
communications and special deals. Named after the sword so technologically perfect in
structure and so demanding in its creation, the Sound BlasterX Katana exhibits the same sleek
sophistication and formidable strength in its design and audio prowess. In addition, the Sound
BlasterX features the Aurora Reactive lighting system, a series of 49 programmable LED lights
lined from edge to edge of the Katana chassis, making it the perfect addition to fully optimize
and customize your PC and desktop setup. This audio system embodies the perfect
combination of our most powerful bit high resolution DAC and sophisticated 5-driver system.
Housing a tri-amplified design where the 5 drivers are individually powered by DSP-controlled
amplifiers, the Katana delivers ultra-precise audio at each part of the audio spectrum. Equipped
with a plethora of connectivity options, you can trust the Katana to be one of the most versatile
and most powerful speakers to ever grace your desktop. The Katana can be effortlessly tucked
right under your monitors and TV. The chassis is exquisitely crafted and reinforced with a
sturdy, brushed aluminum panel. This construction minimizes harmful vibrations that reduce
clarity. Together with its clean, purposeful lines, the detail-oriented craftsmanship behind the
Katana makes it a truly remarkable piece of tech and art. The Katana incorporates the Aurora
Reactive lighting system, where its base is lined with 49 programmable LED lights from edge to
edge. Just like each unique hamon of the Japanese sword, the Aurora Reactive lighting system
comes in The Katana houses a 5-driver design - two up-firing midbass drivers and two
high-excursion tweeters in the soundbar, and one long-throw driver in its subwoofer. Each
driver is individually chambered and powered by a DSP-controlled amplifier to deliver
ultra-precise audio. The highly efficient 2. Directing the audio upwards also provides for a wider
soundstage that doesn't require the listener to be situated in the audio sweet spot. The
high-frequency drivers feature inverted alloy dome diaphragms and wide polymer surrounds for
low-resonant frequency and extended low-frequency response. These high-excursion tweeters
allow us to cross them to the midbass at a much lower frequency than conventional tweeters,

resulting in seamless driver integration and uncompromising clarity. Experience the Katana to
hear its powerful bass that reverberate through your bones. With the tri-amplified design, the
amplifiers are controlled by our proprietary multi-core Digital Signal Processor DSP - two
dedicated to driving mids, another two dedicated to deliver the high frequencies, and one
dedicated to churn out heart-thumping bass. From traversing through ravines to bullet-fast
evasive maneuvers, you can hear all the details that other speakers fail to deliver. In addition to
powering the tri-amplified design, the Katana features our award winning proprietary multi-core
DSP that is capable of producing bit high-resolution audio for lossless, crystal-clear and
impressive room-filling sound. It is also a certified Dolby Digital decoder, providing incredibly
realistic virtual 5. The Katana doubles as a sound card which supports Virtual 7. SetupGoals are
now achievable with the Katana. Comes equipped with comprehensive connectivity
connections, the Katana is versatile and compatible with many multimedia devices. When
connected via optical-in, the Dolby Digital certified Katana delivers realistic virtual 5. Level up
your PC gaming experience with Virtual 7. Beyond powerful audio performance, in-game
communication is also enhanced with a full suite of noise-reduction and voice morphing
technologies made possible by the Katana's built-in advanced Sound Blaster processor. Play
your entire music collection 3 directly from the Katana via your USB Flash Drive that contains
your favorite songs and press the Play button to enjoy a fantastic listening experience. You may
also refer to your playlist from the Sound Blaster Connect 4. The Katana supports Bluetooth v4.
You don't have to wake up the entire house to be a late night gamer. With the headphone jack
and microphone inputs, the Katana works with most headphones and headsets, so you can
conveniently put your best game forward, even when everyone else is in their deep slumber. Sit
back and enjoy your movie. The Katana comes with an IR Remote Control, so you can have
access to all the controls at your fingertips. The Katana is a compelling system for anyone
looking to improve their home audio. TV speakers have only gotten worse over the years, and
the Katana is an improvement in spades over that, especially at the price. Read Full Review. The
soundstage of the soundbar is quite amazing. Although all the drivers are placed in front of me,
sometimes, I still have to mute and look around to hear if the sound really comes from the
soundbar. The Katana just straight up sounds really good. I can see the Katana working
wonders in a dorm room or apartment situation because of its small size and big sound. Before
testing the Katana, I had a pair of speakers and subwoofer from Logitech that I adored. If you
had asked me then, I would have told you they were one of the best values in desktop audio.
The Sound BlasterX Katana is an excellent package for gamers, whether you're on the desktop
or a couch in front of a TV. The Katana produces some killer sounds and looks the part without
going over the top You won't regret the purchase. It looks good, sounds good, and manages to
do so without taking up your entire desk. Oh, and it bears repeating: It gets loud. Creative's
audio team has raised the bar for gaming soundbars. Razer may have been the first, but they've
just been demoted to second place. The SoundBlasterX Katana is now the one to beat. With
sound bars now a popular audio option, the Katana is one that deserves to be on your short list
if you're on the hunt for one. As I kicked back in my chair, the Katana frequently blew me away
with its performance. I really enjoyed gaming with the Katana, as it brought games to life. Heck,
I even found myself watching more Netflix in my home office than I have ever before, as I
enjoyed the sound that much The Sound BlasterX Katana impressed me to say the least. It is a
fantastic all-round Sounbar, plenty of input options let you hook up most of your devices and
equipment with ease It is hard to point out any single reason you might need a dedicated
gaming sound bar but the Creative Sound BlasterX Katana will help you find one. The Katana is
a fantastic sound bar providing clear nuanced sound from a small package which can easily
handle my most demanding music and gaming needs. So is the Sound BlasterX Katana worth
it? In my opinion absolutely! After using this as my sole hearing platform during my computer
usage I am highly impressed. During gaming, I was able to submerge myself fully into gaming
just as I would if I had headphones on. While geared toward the gaming crowd, the Sound
BlasterX Katana does not disappoint on music, movies, and podcasts and would be just as
at-home in a small home theater or living room gaming setup with your favorite console. This
has found a home directly below my TV, and it will accompany me into the far future of gaming
on the couch, and that, as an audiophile, makes me happy. During my game tests with several
shooter titles, the positioning of the 7. Gamers can easily detect distinct adversaries coming in
from the right, left, rear and front. A word of warning though, these speakers can get loud, and I
do mean really loud. There is a satisfying soundscape emitting from the one speaker that
carries no compromise on audio quality, or carries any hint of distortion. I even played my
favourite tunes on the concert setting, cranked up the volume, closed my eyes, and had trouble
telling where the acoustics were coming from! Creative's Sound BlasterX Katana is the most
power packed miniature sound bar we've ever experience to-date and their audio engineering

decisions have certainly paid off. Why are there not more soundbars for desktops? If you have a
pair of speakers, a regular-sized desk and perhaps a inch monitor, it's likely that you're fighting
for space. The sound is comprised of clear bass and treble, which can be independently
balanced to suit your listening needs [and] the volume goes incredibly high without any
distortion When it comes to having a good time listening to your music, then you might want to
consider getting this model. It does come with a powerful audio that should make it worth using
it starting today The impressive sound quality and more performance features make it one of
the best to use at the moment. The soundstage seemed to be even wider than the speakers
themselves. The 5. The rear channels were clearly distinct form the front. The Katana gets loud
too, very loud. The volume indicator goes all the way up to 50 but I never went above 20, even
when I plugged it into my home theater. The sound is room filling and enjoyable to listen to. I
found the Concert setting to be best for everyday listening. This one [The Katana] is unique,
taking up less space than bulky desktop speakers and able to put out plenty of volume with
solid spatial dynamics to help you in-game and good separation to make music and movie
richer. For the price and its compact size, the Sound BlasterX Katana seems like a comparative
bargain. Where the Katana stands out though is in its overall audio performance. When
compared to any normal PC speaker setup, the Katana is well above and beyond in both
features and performance. Most PC speakers are just that, speakers. With more and more
people realizing that owning a home is very expensive, apartments are becoming increasingly
popular. Often, lack of space reduces one's ability to have a quality audio system for their
movies and games. The Katana definitely fixes that problem. Whether you are using this system
on your TV or your computer, the price is justified by the quality of the product. For the price,
this is soundbar reigns supreme over the competition. In fact, it can double as a small home
theatre for music [and] movie but I still consider gaming to be its greatest strength, mainly due
to the extremely powerful and crisp sound coupled with big bass from the included sub. I
walked in hesitant and came out super impressed with the Katana. The answer to that is yes. A
very big YES. First and foremost, the sound quality is excellent -- you will be blown away. By
purchasing this product, you aren't just upgrading your speakers, but your sound card too.
Creative has a long history of delivering great audio products. The sound bar will fill even a
large room with great sound Similar to its namesake, the Creative Sound BlasterX Katana
features professional craftmanship which delivers a sharply premium experience that makes for
a recommended peripheral. Not a fan of soundbar but the Katana changed my view. You get
good imaging, and the sound quality is better than most PC speakers. The best part about it is
space saving and there are less messy wires. Highly recommended! Superb piece of kit,
whatever I connect to it. Highly recommend it. Finally, great sound for my Study TV. And for my
All-in-One PC too. Very versatile. This is a fantastic sound bar. I have two now and am
considering a third. The first is on my computer for gaming. The second i stream XM to. The
sound quality is very good. I don't care about the lighting under the bar. I haven't tried it with a
TV yet, I'm sure it would work well. Well balanced and clear sound reproduction with a compact
design. Yet another great cost performance product that Creative has made available to all!
What a beautiful crafted sound bar! Beautiful sound. Really very impressed so took it off my PC
and now use it as TV surround. Love it! Plus compared to normal non pc related sound bar this
is 2. My son wants one for his gaming setup and I need to get another for my PC! One of the
Best Computer Soundbar!! It's a good product. Excellent for gaming as well as songs. I have
absolutely no regrets purchasing this excellent sound system for a minimalist. Hooked it on my
smart TV and listening to Spotify has never been better. Watching movies and playing games
make you feel part of it. When comes to sound, there's nothing like Creative products. I am one
of the biggest fans of Creative products. The sound quality you could trust. I never thinking
there exist a soundbars for gamers after i buy Katana. This sound it's just a magic. In times
when more off brands like JBL only get a money for a brand and speakers it's never perfect,
creative it's still the king of the customer sound. It's be so much better when creative add Music
Reactive from headset H6 for stuff like Katana, this soundbar it's created for that! This soundbar
is great. It has incredible sound quality and awesome bass response for being as small as it is.
Love the added light effects. Overall this thing is great. Love my purchase. Can just simply
recommend it. I love the LED shining below the bar. Download Software. Accept All. Sign In.
Buy the Sound BlasterX Katana. Overview Named after the sword so technologically perfect in
structure and so demanding in its creation, the Sound BlasterX Katana exhibits the same sleek
sophistication and formidable strength in its design and audio prowess. Inside the Gaming
Soundbar. Inside the Subwoofer 5. High Resolution bit Audio: Immerse Yourself in Your Games
and Movies In addition to powering the tri-amplified design, the Katana features our award
winning proprietary multi-core DSP that is capable of producing bit high-resolution audio for
lossless, crystal-clear and impressive room-filling sound. Optical-in When connected via

optical-in, the Dolby Digital certified Katana delivers realistic virtual 5. USB Audio: 7. Perfect for
Late Night Games You don't have to wake up the entire house to be a late night gamer. Included
Accessories. Remote Control: Wield all that power remotely Sit back and enjoy your movie.
Digital Trends The Katana is a compelling system for anyone looking to improve their home
audio. Sound BlasterX Katana TechWalls The soundstage of the soundbar is quite amazing.
Sound Guys The Katana just straight up sounds really good. Windows Central Choice Award; 4.
Techwalla Creative's audio team has raised the bar for gaming soundbars. Venture Beat As I
kicked back in my chair, the Katana frequently blew me away with its performance. XboxAddict I
really enjoyed gaming with the Katana, as it brought games to life. Hardware Asylum It is hard
to point out any single reason you might need a dedicated gaming sound bar but the Creative
Sound BlasterX Katana will help you find one. Recommended Sound BlasterX Katana
TechnoBuffalo This has found a home directly below my TV, and it will accompany me into the
far future of gaming on the couch, and that, as an audiophile, makes me happy. Geek Culture
During my game tests with several shooter titles, the positioning of the 7. Hardwarezone
Creative's Sound BlasterX Katana is the most power packed miniature sound bar we've ever
experience to-date and their audio engineering decisions have certainly paid off. Tech Radar
Why are there not more soundbars for desktops? Gaming Mag When it comes to having a good
time listening to your music, then you might want to consider getting this model. Overclock The
soundstage seemed to be even wider than the speakers themselves. TrulyGaming This one [The
Katana] is unique, taking up less space than bulky desktop speakers and able to put out plenty
of volume with solid spatial dynamics to help you in-game and good separation to make music
and movie richer. Highly recommended. Sound BlasterX Katana 5. Customer Reviews. Ong Not
a fan of soundbar but
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the Katana changed my view. Byrne Superb piece of kit, whatever I connect to it. Sykes Finally,
great sound for my Study TV. Racine This is a fantastic sound bar. Tan Well balanced and clear
sound reproduction with a compact design. Yeo Wow! Amaya One of the Best Computer
Soundbar!! Salleh I have absolutely no regrets purchasing this excellent sound system for a
minimalist. Kulik I never thinking there exist a soundbars for gamers after i buy Katana.
Sivashankar Fantastic. Burkett This soundbar is great. A Closer Look. Dimensions Soundbar:
System Configuration 2. Creative Store FAQ. Allow us to clarify any questions you have
regarding this product. For questions related to technical assistance, please contact us through
this dedicated form for a quicker response. Ask A Question Please enter your question. Email
Address Please enter a valid email address. You have entered an incorrect answer. Please try
again. Related Products. Microsites Sound Blaster Roar Series. Contact Us Email Us.

